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Better quality oil
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Such an inclusive stance would benefit the broader Muslim community,
he explained, as they can tap the “intellectual ability and professional knowledge” of the foreigners.
Addressing concerns about anti-foreign sentiments, Mr Nizam emphasised that the upcoming conference
will discuss ways to integrate foreign
professionals.
He said the conference will also outline ways the community can become
more competitive in the socio-economic and educational areas to gain a leg
up against foreign expatriates.
The convention will also discuss other problems faced by the community,
namely those related to social development and educational performance.
These areas were among those identified through dialogues with community leaders as well as through a demographic study and perception survey
commissioned by the AMP.
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by the AMP, which found that ethnic
Malays fell from being 14.1 per cent of
the population in 1990 to 13.4 per cent
in 2010.
Add to this the fact that the 2010
census found that Muslims make up
under 6 per cent of permanent residents here, said Mr Nizam. He then
stressed that the community must
thus attract the best talent from the region to make up for the population
shortfall and “help the community
evolve”.
A population projection done by the
AMP has concluded that the Malay
population here will need 25,000 new
immigrants a year to maintain its current population share.
“We need to move forward and prepare ourselves so that we too, benefit
from the national immigration policy,”
said AMP chairman Azmoon Ahmad.
Mr Nizam said the AMP is looking
to attract potential Muslim permanent
residents, who do not have to be Malay.
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THE Malays may be reproducing more
than other racial communities here,
but statistics show that even they are
not doing so at a rate high enough to replace themselves.
And the 2010 census indicates that
Muslims make up just 5.45 per cent of
permanent residents here.
Population issues such as these, together with their long-term implications and the possible solutions to
them, will be addressed at the third edition of the National Convention of Singapore Muslim Professionals on June
30.
It will be held at the United World
College South East Asia (East Campus)
and be open to the public.
An undertaking of the non-profit
Association of Muslim Professionals
(AMP), the meeting is held every 10 to
12 years to engage Malay/Muslim professionals in planning ahead for their
community.

Already, six convention panels,
each representing a sector of society,
have been set up, and 350 people have
registered to be panellists.
But of the six areas, it was population that was highlighted yesterday at
a press conference held by the convention’s organising committee chairman
Mohd Nizam Ismail.
Citing figures from the Department
of Statistics, he noted that the total fertility rate among Malays fell from 2.69
in 1990 to 1.82 in 2009, the latest year
for which figures are available.
The total fertility rate refers to the
average number of children that would
be born to a woman if she were to live
to the end of her childbearing years
and bear children according to a given
fertility rate at each age.
A rate below two indicates a shrinking, ageing population.
The falling total fertility rate among
Malays squares with a National University of Singapore study commissioned
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ca, in future.
They are also conducting research into
farming practices, such as finding the ideal amount of fertiliser and pesticides to
be used, and spacing between plants that
could further increase its yield.
And the team is further refining the
plant to make it withstand droughts and
insects better.
zengkun@sph.com.sg

Meeting to tackle fertility, other Malay issues
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cer, said the team is working on improving their crop’s yield and expects to double it from about 1,500kg of oil per hectare now to 3,000kg by 2020.
The figures are for the plant cultivated
on land which is not fit for food crop production.
The scientists also plan to test the new
breed in various tropical and subtropical
climates, such as those in India and Afri-
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The seeds of the Jatropha plant, which is grown to produce oil that is environmentally friendly
and used as an alternative to petrol in cars and aeroplanes. ST PHOTO: JESSICA CHEAM
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SCIENTISTS here have genetically modified a biodiesel plant to produce better
quality oil.
The plant, called Jatropha, is grown in
countries such as the Philippines, India
and Brazil, and its oil is used as an environmentally friendly alternative to petrol
in cars and aeroplanes.
The scientists modified a gene in the
plant so that it produces a higher percentage of oleic acid. This produces fuel that
can be stored for longer periods, emits
lower carbon dioxide and provides a

means it does not need to be grown on
land which would otherwise be used for
food crops. The crop thrives in warm,
frost-free climates.
Carriers such as Germany’s Lufthansa,
Brazil’s TAM Airlines, Air New Zealand
and Air China are starting or have already
carried out successful Jatropha fuel trials
on their planes.
But detractors say the plant requires
too much water and that growing it in
poor soil results in harvests that yield little oil, although this has been disputed.
The crop has suffered several high-profile setbacks in recent years.
In 2009, oil and gas giant BP pulled
out of a deal involving some 200,000ha
of the crop in Africa, India and Southeast Asia – about 25 per cent of worldwide Jatropha planting at the time.
Dr Hong Yan, JOil’s chief scientific offi-
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smoother ride when used in vehicles.
The project, a collaboration between
the Temasek Life Sciences Laboratory
and global bioenergy firm JOil, is believed
to be the first of its kind in the world.
While the research has been done in
laboratories to date, the scientists plan to
set up a farm in Singapore by year-end to
test their new strain in the field. They declined to provide the farm’s location.
The two-year trial will cost about $1
million and take up 1.4ha, about the size
of three football fields. This will be funded by JOil, which is conducting Jatropha
trials in India and Indonesia.
Jatropha has been touted as a wonder
crop because it can produce more oil per
hectare compared with other crops
grown for the same purpose, such as soybean and corn.
It can also survive in poor soil, which
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Scientists modify plant
to give longer-lasting fuel
with lower emissions
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CYCLISTS will have a dedicated bicycle path in
front of the Marina Bay Sands resort by the first
quarter of next year.
A part of the path will take them down Marina
Gardens Drive, which leads to the Marina Barrage,
the Land Transport Authority (LTA) said yesterday.
Work has begun on the 2.5km route, the first
phase of a network of bike paths in Marina Bay.
The full trail, stretching 16km at the cost of $24.5
million, will be up by 2014; it will be developed in
tandem with Marina Bay, said the LTA.
Its group director of road operations and community partnership Chin Kian Keong said the scenic
route will enhance cyclists’ experience of the area’s
attractions, such as the Gardens by the Bay. It will
also enhance the area’s draw as a recreational and
leisure destination, he added.
Aside from this network of bike paths, another
50km of such paths is being planned for seven Housing Board towns. Costing $43 million, these paths
will be in Bedok, Changi-Simei, Pasir Ris, Sembawang, Taman Jurong, Tampines and Yishun.
So far, 6.4km has been built, said the LTA.
Avid cyclist Charles Wong, 35, gave the latest announcement a thumbs-up. The electronics salesman
said: “The more paths we have, the safer it is for cyclists who love to ride but have to brave the dangers
of our concrete jungle.”
DARYL CHIN

